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Richness of molecular junction configurations
revealed by tracking a full pull-push cycle†
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In the field of molecular electronics, the interplay between mole-

cular orientation and the resulting electronic transport is of central

interest. At the single molecule level, this topic is extensively

studied with the aid of break junction setups. In such experiments,

two metal electrodes are brought into contact, and the conduc-

tance is typically measured when the electrodes are pulled apart in

the presence of molecules, until a molecule bridges the two elec-

trodes. However, the molecular junctions formed in this pull

process reflect only part of the rich possible junction configur-

ations. Here, we show that the push process, in which molecular

junctions are formed by bringing the electrodes towards each

other, allows the fabrication of molecular junction structures that

are not necessarily formed in the pull process. We also find that in

the extreme case, molecular junctions can be formed only in the

push process that is typically ignored. Our findings demonstrate

that tracking the two inverse processes of molecular junction for-

mation, reveals a more comprehensive picture of the variety of

molecular configurations in molecular junctions.

The configuration that a molecule adopts in a molecular junc-
tion can have a large effect on the transport properties of the
junction. For example, the angle between alkane chains and
an electrode substrate in monolayer-based junctions can deter-
mine the relative contributions of through-bond and through-
space (chain-to-chain) tunneling.1,2 For single molecule junc-
tions, the electrode-molecule-electrode angle in a ferrocene-
based junction tunes quantum conductance interference,3 and
tilting a benzene molecule between nickel electrodes changes
magnetoresistance in a non-monotonic way.4 Generally, in
break junction experiments that study the conductance of a
molecule attached between two electrodes, it was shown that
as the distance between the two electrodes changes, the brid-
ging molecule may change its orientation, leading to consider-

able variations in the conductance properties of the
junction.5–12 In fact, each molecular orientation in the junc-
tion can effectively be seen as a new system in terms of trans-
port properties. Due to the inevitable link between the mole-
cular orientation in the junction and its transport properties,
it is important to have an access to the wide variety of possible
junction configurations.

When using the break junction technique to study mole-
cular junctions, the electrodes are typically brought into
contact, and then the conductance is measured as the electro-
des are pulled apart (pull process). In the presence of target
molecules, a molecule can enter the opened gap between the
electrodes to form a molecular junction. Further stretching
leads to junction rupture, and then the electrodes are pushed
back into contact (push process) before the consequent pulling
begins. This measurement cycle typically repeats for thou-
sands of times to gather statistical data on different realiz-
ations of the studied molecular junction. Due to either practi-
cal or historical reasons, the conductance is usually monitored
merely along the pull process. For example, in some junctions
the molecular conductance features can be more distinct in
the pull process as a result of plastic elongation of the elec-
trode tips. In fact, only in rare cases, the conductance is
studied during the push process.13–16 Here, we show that the
push process, in which the electrodes approach one another,
reveals rich information and often forms unique molecular-
junction configurations that are not detected during the pull
process. Therefore, the combined data from both pull and
push processes provides a more comprehensive picture of the
scope of molecular junction possibilities.

Our experiments are performed using the mechanically-
controllable break junction technique.17 Briefly, we break a
thin metal wire attached to an insulating substrate to expose
two clean electrode tips under cryogenic temperature and cryo-
genic vacuum. Molecular junctions are formed by introducing
the target molecules to the freshly exposed electrode tips from
an in situ molecular source.5,13,18 To characterize the conduc-
tance, we repeatedly modify the distance between the electrode
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tips in a sub-angstrom resolution by bending and relaxing the
substrate, using a piezoelectric element. The conductance of
the junction is measured while pulling the electrodes apart
until the contact breaks (pull conductance trace), or during
pushing the electrodes closer together to reform the junction
(push conductance trace). After each pull-push cycle, we con-
tinue to push the electrodes against each other up to a contact
of 50–70G0 (G0 ≅ (13 kΩ)−1 is the conductance quantum), in
order to promote structural deformation. This enables the
study of electronic transport in molecular junctions with
different electrode tip shapes, rather than sampling an arbi-
trary limited subgroup of junction structures. We repeat the
measurement cycle for thousands of times, collecting thou-
sands of pull and push conductance traces for each junction.

Examples for conductance traces measured during the pull
(blue) and push (red) processes are shown in the insets of
Fig. 1 for bare Ag atomic junctions (Fig. 1a, Inset) and mole-
cular junctions based on Ag electrodes with three different
molecules (Fig. 1b–d, Insets). To characterize the key conduc-
tance features of each junction, we construct conductance his-
tograms, each based on ∼10 000 traces (Fig. 1a–d). The histo-
grams provide the number of times a given conductance value
is measured. The blue and red histograms are constructed
from pull and push conductance traces, respectively. The

observed peaks indicate conductance values that repeat more
frequently and are associated with characteristic junction
structures.

Presenting the data collected along the pull and the push
processes side by side, can give an indication to the added
value of measuring the conductance along both processes. For
the bare Ag junction (Fig. 1a), steps at ∼1G0, typical for single
Ag atom contact,19,20 appear in both the pull and the push
conductance traces (inset), and are translated to a prominent
peak at this value in the histograms. When molecules are
introduced to the bare Ag contact, molecular junctions can be
formed, giving rise to new conductance features in the conduc-
tance traces and histograms. Fig. 1b shows conductance traces
(inset) and histograms of Ag/anthracene molecular junction.
Both the pull and the push traces (inset) show distinctive con-
ductance features at ∼0.5G0 (alongside the features at ∼1G0),
manifested as peaks in the conductance histograms. Note that
the peaks in the push histograms are located at slightly higher
conductance with respect to the corresponding peaks in the
pull histograms. This can stem from the strain that the junc-
tions experience during the pull process and the resulting
lower local orbital overlap. The similar conductance peaks in
the pull and the push histograms indicate the formation of
molecular junctions with similar characteristic conductance in

Fig. 1 (a–d) Pull and push conductance histograms (blue and red curves, respectively), each constructed from ensembles of ∼10 000 conductance
traces, measured during the pull and the push processes, respectively. Four different junctions are considered: bare Ag (a), Ag/anthracene (b), Ag/tet-
racene (c), and Ag/benzene (d). In (a) and (b) conductance peaks appear in both pull and push histograms, in (c) the molecular peak appears only in
the push histogram and in (d) only in the pull histogram. Insets: examples of pull (blue) and push (red) conductance traces (shifted for clarity). The
green/purple dotted arrows point to the Onset_G/Final_G values of the detected jumps in the push traces. Such data points, collected from all the
push traces in each ensemble, compose the jump-to-contact (J2C) histograms. (e–h) J2C histograms showing the conductance values from which
(Onset_G, green) and to which (Final_G, purple) a jump in the conductance is detected. Purple and green colored regions indicate the Final_G and
Onset_G of the sub-group of jumps ending specifically at the ∼1G0 peak. Pink and yellow colored regions indicate the Final_G and Onset_G of the
sub-group of jumps ending within the range of the molecular conductance peak.
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the pull and push processes. Therefore, for Ag/anthracene
(and bare Ag) the information given by the push traces merely
serve as a validation for the characteristic conductance found
in the pull traces.

In contrast, for other molecular junctions the push histo-
gram reveals new information that cannot be revealed from
the pull histogram. For Ag/tetracene junctions (Fig. 1c), a clear
molecular conductance peak appears only in the push histo-
gram, indicating reoccurring formation of molecular junctions
only during the push process, when the electrodes approach
each other. The pull process does not provide the necessary
conditions for repeated formation of Ag/tetracene molecular
junctions. In this case, the traditional way of studying mole-
cular junctions by analyzing only the pull process, would not
reveal that Ag/tetracene molecular junctions can be formed.

The analysis of the push and pull processes of Ag/benzene
molecular junctions (Fig. 1d) illustrates a third case. Here, a
clear conductance peak is apparent only in the pull histogram
(blue), whereas the benzene presence during the push process
is seen only in the tunneling behavior as added counts in the
low conductance region of the push histogram in comparison
to the bare Ag histogram (Fig. 1a). The question as to why a
molecular junction with a distinctive conductance tends to
form only in the pull or in the push process is still open. Since
the conductance is characterized along a dynamic process,
several dominant parameters may play an important role here,
including different initial conditions for the pull and push
processes due to relaxation after junction rupture, as well as
the different mechanical forces that are involved in each
dynamic process. We note that also the different evolution of
electric field in the junction during the two processes may
have a different effect on the molecular orientation.

To further study the less-explored push process and gain
insight about the dynamics of the formation of molecular
junctions in this pathway, we analyze the evolution of conduc-
tance as the electrodes are approached to one another by
examining abrupt changes in the conductance. Former studies
revealed that for bare metal junctions the conductance evolves
in two main scenarios when the electrodes approach one
another.21–24 For some metals the conductance evolves con-
tinuously from the tunneling regime to the conductance of an
atomic contact. For others, a jump-to-contact (J2C) occurs,
where at some electrode distance, the frontier atoms at the
electrode tips jump forward to form an atomic contact and the
conductance increases abruptly to a value typical to an atomic
contact. The J2C occurs if the stiffness of the metal electrode,
dictated by the metal type, crystallographic orientation, local
geometry, and temperature, allows the involved bond
stretching.22,24 Bare Ag in cryogenic conditions exhibits pri-
marily a J2C behavior.22 Here, we ask whether the presence of
a molecule in the junctions alters the J2C characteristics.

To extend the concept of J2C from bare metal atomic con-
tacts to molecular junctions, our analysis uses an algorithm
that scans for all the jumps in conductance, rather than
examine solely the transition from tunneling into first contact
as in metals. This is done in order to include transitions from

tunneling into the molecular contact, transitions between
different molecular configurations, if exist, as well as detecting
the transition to atomic metal contact that usually follows (ESI
section S3†). Each detected jump is assigned with two values,
demonstrated on the push traces in the insets of Fig. 1a–d: the
conductance at which the jump is initiated (Onset_G, marked
by green arrows), and the conductance at which the jump ends
(Final_G, marked by purple arrows). These values are collected
from all traces in the studied ensemble to construct the J2C
histograms of Onset_G and Final_G (Fig. 1e–h, green and
purple curves, respectively). The regions colored by semitran-
sparent green and purple denote the Onset_G and Final_G
values of the jumps to 1G0 conductance peak, while the yellow
and pink regions denote the Onset_G and Final_G values of
the jumps to the molecular conductance peak.

For all the examined junctions, the Final_G histograms
(purple curves) in Fig. 1e–h greatly resemble the push conduc-
tance histogram (red curves) in Fig. 1a–d, with peaks at similar
locations. For bare Ag, the J2C Final_G histogram (Fig. 1e)
shows a pronounced typical peak at ∼1G0, with 94% of the
junctions that show the ∼1G0 conductance, experiencing J2C
to this conductance, in agreement with previous findings22

(see full statistics in ESI Table S1†). The J2C Final_G histogram
of Ag/benzene (Fig. 1h) also shows a peak at ∼1G0, with no
molecular peak at lower conductance, in accordance with the
push conductance histogram (Fig. 1d). For Ag/anthracene and
Ag/tetracene junctions, Fig. 1b and c reveal molecular conduc-
tance peaks in addition to the peak at ∼1G0 in the push histo-
grams. In accordance, their J2C Final_G histograms (Fig. 1f
and g) show corresponding molecular peaks at ∼0.45 and
∼0.55G0, respectively (purple arrows). We find that ∼79% (for
Ag/anthracene) and ∼77% (for Ag/tetracene) of the traces that
have molecular conductance features show a jump into the
molecular conductance value. (For details about the analysis
see ESI sections S2 and S3†). We conclude that the formation
of these molecular junctions typically involves an abrupt struc-
tural change, rather than a smooth evolution. The evolution
from a molecular conductance to the ∼1G0 conductance that is
associated with Ag single atom contact also shows a jump,
found in 67% and 64% of the traces that have the ∼1G0 con-
ductance feature, for Ag/anthracene and Ag/tetracene junc-
tions, respectively. This analysis shows that in the studied
dynamic push processes, an abrupt jump rather than a
smooth transition may occur during the formation of a metal-
molecule contact, as well as during the formation of a single
atom contact when the bridging molecule is squeezed and
extracted out from the junction.

We now focus on the J2C Onset_G (green) histograms,
depicting the values at which the jumps are initiated as the
electrodes approach in the push process. For bare Ag, the
broad peak in the Onset_G histogram (Fig. 1e) shows that the
jumps into an atomic contact typically initiate mainly around
∼0.3G0, though lower values are also detected as indicated by
the tail. For Ag/anthracene (Fig. 1f), however, the Onset_G his-
togram shows that neither the jump to a molecular contact,
nor the jump to an atomic contact, start at this value. The
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jump into the molecular contact takes place typically already at
∼0.1G0 (first peak, yellow), whereas the jump to 1G0 takes
place at ∼0.55G0 (second peak, green), a higher Onset_G com-
pared to the jump in bare Ag, despite the same final conduc-
tance. Concentrating on the jump from tunneling into the first
contact, we can use the difference in the Onset_G value with
and without molecules, to estimate the difference in the elec-
trode separation at which the jump takes place. Right before
the jump onset, the transport is dominated by tunneling con-
ductance, with a characteristic exponential dependence on the
distance,15,17,22 G ∝ e−βL, where L is the inter electrode distance
and β is the decay factor in vacuum: β = 2.2 Å−1 (adsorbed
molecules affect β only mildly, up to 12%, see also ESI section
S4†). By relating the conductance at the onset of the jump to
the distance between the electrodes when the jump takes
place, the three-times smaller Onset_G of Ag/anthracene com-
pared to bare Ag, is translated to a ∼0.5 Å larger inter electrode
distance in the case of Ag/anthracene (see calculation in ESI
section S5†). This may come (at least partially) from the space
that the adsorbed molecule occupies.

Notably, in Ag/benzene junctions, for which we do not
observe a molecular peak in the push conductance histogram
(Fig. 1d) or in the Final_G histogram (Fig. 1h), also the
Onset_G histogram (Fig. 1h) greatly resembles that of bare Ag,
with a peak at ∼0.3G0. This observation provides a supporting
evidence for the lack of repeated molecular junction formation
in the push process, thus validating the absence of a hidden
conductance peak that might be masked by the significant
background readings in the push conductance histogram.
Generally speaking, the J2C analysis is a useful tool for reveal-
ing hidden molecular conductance values, or validate their
absence, since it identifies specific events (abrupt conductance

jumps), rather than non-specifically accumulating conduc-
tance counts as done in the conductance histograms.

We now turn our focus to Ag/vanadocene junctions. For
these junctions, we observe molecular conductance features in
both pull and push processes (Fig. 2a, blue and red, respect-
ively), however, the push histogram is much richer, showing
conductance peaks that do not appear in the pull histogram,
indicating additional junction configurations that appear only
in the push process. Below the Ag atomic conductance peak at
1G0, the pull conductance histogram shows a single well-
defined molecular conductance peak at ∼0.5G0. In contrast,
the push histogram shows three molecular peaks (marked I, II
and III). Peak I is found approximately in the same value as
the single peak in the pull histogram, suggesting a similar
junction configuration occurring in both the pull and push
processes. This conductance is attributed, based on former
reported comparison between transport properties and calcu-
lations,18 to a perpendicular orientation of the long-molecule
axis with respect to the electrode axis, where the two tips of
the Ag electrodes face the vanadium atom of the molecule, as
illustrated in Fig. 2bI.

Peak III is the most pronounced and the widest out of the
three peaks. Although we cannot attribute this peak to a
specific calculated structure, it may stem from a collection of
parallel configurations of the molecule in the junction (illus-
tration in Fig. 2b-III), since calculations indicate that a parallel
configuration should have a lower conductance compared to
the perpendicular one.18 The push histogram shows also an
additional small peak at ∼0.25G0 (peak II), revealing another
repeated junction configuration unique to the push process.
Based on conductance comparison with former calculations,18

this peak can be associated with an off-axis perpendicular con-

Fig. 2 (a) Conductance histograms based on ∼7000 pull (blue) and push (red) conductance traces of Ag/vanadocene. The push histogram shows
three molecular conductance peaks below 1G0, denoted I, II, and III. In contrast, only one clear molecular conductance peak is seen in the pull histo-
gram. (b) Schematic structures of possible Ag/vanadocene junction configurations, based on calculations from ref. 18, which can be related to the
conductance peaks (I–III).
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figuration, as illustrated in Fig. 2b-II. Above 1G0, both histo-
grams present a peak at ∼1.3G0 that was assigned to a conduc-
tance of a Ag/vanadocene molecular junction in parallel to a
single Ag atomic contact.25

The existence of several molecular conductance peaks in
the push histogram, raises the question whether transitions
between different molecular configurations during a single
push process are common or alternatively, each push process
samples a single molecular configuration. Since peaks I & II
have a similar conductance, we focus on transitions between
the low conducting configuration (associated with peak III) to
either one of the two higher-conducting configurations (associ-
ated with peaks I & II). The green curve in Fig. 3a represents
the Onset_G histogram constructed for the traces that showed
at least one of the molecular features (ESI sections S2 and
S3†). We focus on the jumps that are initiated at the region of
peak III (green area), and draw the Final_G of these jumps
(purple curve). By dividing the resulting Final_G histogram

into conductance sections (each marked by a different color in
Fig. 3a), we find that ∼47% of the jumps that are initiated at
the region of peak III, end in the regions of peaks I or II, indi-
cating switching between different molecular configurations
during the push process.

Fig. 3b shows examples of individual conductance traces of
Ag/vanadocene, representing different pathways of the push
process. For example, the first push trace (red, left) shows
switching between molecular conductance configurations
(from III to I), whereas the last push trace (red, right) shows
only one molecular conductance feature (I). Transitions
between the conductance values of peaks II and I are also
possible, as seen in the second push trace. Low conducting
features, in the range of peak III, are abundant in the push
traces, and we find them in ∼66% of the traces that show
molecular features (see ESI section S2†). The pull (blue) traces
show primarily the molecular conductance feature at ∼0.5G0.
Namely, right before junction rupture we detect a typical con-

Fig. 3 (a) J2C analysis of Ag/vanadocene, showing the distribution of Final_G values (purple curve) for jumps starting with Onset_G (green curve)
at the region of molecular conductance peak III (green marked area), for the traces that showed a molecular junction conductance (∼1800 traces).
The resulting Final_G histogram is divided into regions, each marked by a different color. The percentage of traces for which the jump ends with a
Final_G at each region are: peak II: 24%, peak I: 23%,∼1G0: 15%, ∼1.3G0: 7%, Higher: 19%. The rest 12% showed only internal jumps within the region
of peak III. (b) Examples of pull (blue) and push (red) conductance trace pairs of Ag/vanadocene (shifted for clarity). The colored regions are associ-
ated with the regions in (a).

Fig. 4 Illustration of possible scenarios of pull and push processes for the evolution of Ag/vanadocene molecular junctions. The framed part exem-
plifies that the molecule can have a different orientation in the junction in the pull and push processes.
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ductance ascribed to a perpendicular molecular configuration
(I). Interestingly, in the consequential push process the
initially formed molecular junction has a different, much
lower typical conductance, which is associated with a parallel
molecule orientation (III). This indicates that in most of the
cases the molecule switches its orientation from a perpendicu-
lar to parallel orientation during the rupture-formation pro-
cesses. We therefore conclude that the molecule can switch
between different orientations not only during the dynamic
process of the push but also at the transition between the pull
and push processes.

Fig. 4 suggests possible scenarios for the Ag/vanadocene
junction evolution during the pull and push processes, illus-
trating that the molecule can in principle adopt different
orientations during the two processes (framed stage), as
expected due to the different initial conditions and acting
forces. The ability to manipulate the orientation of a molecule
attached to metal electrodes with the aid of different dynami-
cal pathways can be used to tune local properties beyond
charge transport. For example, this approach is relevant when
a metallocene molecule such as vanadocene is attached to the
tip of a scanning tunneling microscope or as a bridge in a
molecular junction. In these cases, the orientation of the mole-
cule can significantly affect the magnetic characteristics and
spin-transport properties of these systems.18,26,27

Conclusions

Examination of conductance traces as a function of inter-elec-
trode displacement in molecular break-junctions shows that
the pull and push pathways are not a simple reversal processes
of one another, but rather distinct evolution pathways. The
emergence of different configurations in the pull and push
processes should be taken into consideration when perform-
ing relevant structural and electronic transport calculations in
the framework of ab initio calculations, as well as molecular
dynamics. Generally, when analyzing the properties of mole-
cular junctions, it is common to conceptually think in the
context of static snapshots of molecular junction configur-
ations. However, our analysis shows the importance of the
dynamics of junction evolution as a complementary aspect
that should be considered for a more complete understanding
of these junctions.
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Section S1- Materials and experimental methods 
We perform our experiments in a mechanically controllable break-junction setup (MCBJ) 
placed in a liquid helium cryostat (4.2 K). We fabricate the sample by attaching a notched wire 
of Ag (99.997%, 0.1 mm, Alfa Aesar) to a flexible substrate (1-mm-thick phosphor-bronze 
covered by a 100 μm insulating Kapton film). We use a three-point bending mechanism to 
bend the substrate. Consequentially, the wire is broken at the notch, exposing (in cryogenic 
vacuum) two ultra-clean atomically sharp tips that are used as the electrodes of the junction. 
Vanadocene is purchased from Stream Chemicals (> 95% purity). Benzene, anthracene and 
tetracene are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (> 99.9% purity). We introduce the molecules 
into the metallic junction using either a molecular source located in front of the junction, or 
from a heated pipe attached to an external vacuum tube that contains the molecules1–4. We 
use a piezoelectric element (PI P-882 PICMA) to tune the bending of the substrate and control 
the distance between the Ag electrodes with sub-Å resolution. The voltage to the 
piezoelectric element is driven by a data acquisition (DAQ) card (NI-PCI6221 or NI-PCI4461) 
connected to a piezo driver (Piezomechanik SVR 150/1). For the conductance measurements, 
we provide direct current (DC) bias voltage to the junction from the DAQ card, and use a 
divider (10:1) to improve signal-to-noise ratio. The resulting current is amplified by a current 
preamplifier (SR570 or Femto DLPCA-200) and recorded by the DAQ card at a sampling rate 
of 50–200 kHz. The obtained conductance is given by the measured current divided by the 
applied voltage. 
 
Section S2 - Conditional conductance analysis 
To detect the sub-ensemble of conductance traces that show a molecular signature from a 
given ensemble of traces, we perform conditional conductance analysis. We first define a 
conductance-range, !𝐺#$% − 𝐺'()'* that covers the specific conductance feature of interest, 
and check in which of the traces a significant amount of data points is measured in this range. 
For that, we extract for each trace 𝑡, the number of measured 𝐺,,(  values within the given 𝐺 
range: 𝑁, = ∑ 𝐺#$% ≤ 𝐺,,( ≤ 𝐺'()'( . We then compare 𝑁, to a threshold value 𝑁2, that we 
define, that separates between traces that we consider as including or not including the 
conductance feature (𝑁, ≥ 𝑁2 and 𝑁, < 𝑁2, respectively). Fig. S1 demonstrates the 
conditional conductance analysis of the data set of Ag/vanadocene, used to identify the push 
traces that include any of the molecular features. Table S1 lists the number of traces where 
either the 1𝐺2 or the molecular conductance feature are detected (columns b and d, 
respectively), out of the total amount of traces (column a) in each set for the junctions of Fig. 
1 in the main text.  
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Figure S1: Demonstration of conditional conductance histograms on Ag/vanadocene (same data as Figs. 2-3 of 
main text). (a) The red curve is the push conductance histogram of Ag/vanadocene. The dashed rectangles 
represent the regions !𝐺#$% − 𝐺'()'* that we choose to represent each molecular peak:  peak I - orange, peak II 
- yellow, peak III - green. (b) Example of 𝑁, counting for two arbitrary traces: the shaded background covers the 
G-range marked by the dashed rectangles in (a). The number of counts for each trace at each conductance range 
(𝑁,) are specified. (e.g., 𝑁,,6 = 15 and 60 for the left and right traces, respectively).  (c-e) Conditional 
conductance histograms. Each histogram is composed from the sub-set of traces that according to the 
conditional analysis either contain or do not contain a certain molecular feature (colored and black histogram, 
respectively). The relevant conductance features in the panel are: molecular conductance peaks I+II (c), 
molecular conductance peak III (d), any of the molecular conductance peaks (e).  
 
 

Junction 

(a) 
Number 
of traces 

(b) 
Traces with 
1𝐺2 feature 

(c) 
Traces with 
Jump to 1𝐺2 

(d) 
Traces with 
mol. feature 

(e) 
Traces with Jump 

to mol. feature 

bare Ag 9993 7714 7261   

Ag/anthracene 9977 8800 5924 8240 6500 

Ag/tetracene 9886 4868 3135 5689 4385 

Ag/benzene 14922 8287 7494   
 
 
Table S1: The table lists for each of the junctions in Fig. 1 in the main text (a) the number of traces in each data 
set, (b,d) the number of traces out of the set where a certain conductance feature is detected (conditional 
conductance analysis), and (c,e) the number of traces out of the set where a jump to a certain conductance 
feature is detected (conditional jump-to contact (J2C) analysis, section S3).  
 
Section S3 - Jump to contact (J2C) detection  
In principle, conductance “jumps” are abrupt changes in the conductance as a function of 
inter electrode displacement, manifested as peaks in the derivative of the conductance with 
respect to displacement. In practice, however, molecular conductance traces pose few 
inherent obstacles for a reliable jump detection, including a large dynamic range, and 
fluctuating data. We demonstrate these challenges, as well as our approach to confront them 
in Fig. S2, where the independent parameter (x-axis) is given in terms of the running index of 
the measured point, 𝑖, proportional to the displacement.  
To address the large dynamic range, the dependent parameter is ln 𝐺 rather than 𝐺, as shown 
in panel (a). The derivative: 𝑑(ln𝐺) 𝑑(𝑖)⁄  is shown in (b) by the dark-green line.  A “jump-
segment” (magenta and green markers in Fig. S2a) is any region where the derivative value 
exceeds a certain tolerance threshold. Here, the tolerance is set to 0.1 in units of: ∆ ln𝐺 ∆𝑖⁄  
as marked by the horizontal dotted line in Fig. S2.b. The derivative peaks with values above 
this threshold (bright green dots in Fig. S2b) yield the location of the jump segments. Although 
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this approach works well for high-𝐺 values (𝑖 < ~200, left to the vertical dashed-line in Fig. 
S2), it clearly fails for low-𝐺 region (right to the vertical line), with numerous false-detection 
of noise fluctuations.   
In principle, noisy fluctuations can be reduced by smoothing, but it can also eliminate fine 
features, and therefore undesired. To overcome such false detection, we use the direct 
derivative method (Fig. S2b) to define the onset and final values of the jump segments, yet 
combine it with an additional “filter” analysis, demonstrated in Fig. S2c, that distinguishes 
between valid and false jumps (magenta and green segments in Fig. S2a, respectively). We 
use the following filter-function:   
𝑈( = lnF𝑠𝑡𝑑([𝐺(IJ ⋯ 𝐺(LJ])N   (S1) 
The filter-function as shown in Fig. S2c is based on the standard deviation (𝑠𝑡𝑑) of the 
conductance 𝐺 over a (2𝑛 + 1)-long interval (𝑛 = 3, normally). The choice of 𝑠𝑡𝑑 rather than 
mean or extreme values is suitable to distinguish abrupt jumps from mild-tilted regions, as in 
the tunneling region. Comparing panels (b) and (c) of Fig. S2, it is visible that the filter function 
𝑈 in panel (c) is much more rounded than the direct derivative in panel (b) and therefore 
inappropriate for defining the extent of the jump segment, yet, it correctly flattens 
meaningless fluctuations at low-𝐺 region and yields clear peaks where there are valid jumps. 
Since the U-function has a decaying base-line, the filtering criterion is not by absolute value 
of U but by peak-prominence with respect to a base line, Δ𝑈, defined as the difference 
between peak’s maximum and the higher of the two adjacent local minima (magenta vertical 
lines in Fig. S2c). Here, we set a criterion of Δ𝑈,$# = ln 3 ≈ 1; and only 𝑈-peaks with 
prominence > Δ𝑈,$#  are taken as valid jump. In practice, this criterion means that the 
standard deviation across the jump region is at least 3 times larger than the standard-
deviation of its adjacent regions. Finally, we add a third criterion that the net ratio between 
high to low 𝐺 values of the jump is at least 1.5 (i.e., at least 50% change). This last criterion is 
invalid for high-𝐺 regions (e.g., a minimal jump of at least 50% would discard a jump from 3 
to 4	𝐺2), however it is appropriate in the current context focusing on molecular region. 
The example of Fig. S2 detects a total of 5 valid jumps, where each jump is characterized by 
two conductance values: Onset_G and Final_G. The number of jumps per trace is not limited 
and varies from trace to trace. The code collects Onset_G values from all the traces into a 
single array and creates a J2C histogram composed of these values. Similarly, a different 
independent histogram of Final_G is created. (Fig. 1 e-h in the main text). 
Note that the values in the collective	Onset_G array are paired with those of the Final_G array 
(each pair is the onset and final conductance values of a specific jump). This pairing is used to 
create conditional J2C histograms. We can select jump-pairs with Final_G values within a 
chosen 𝐺-window (𝐺W(J ≤ Final_G ≤ 𝐺W]^) and then draw the histogram for the 
corresponding subset of Onset_G, or vice-versa. The conditional J2C analysis is used in the 
main text in Fig. 1 e-h (colored regions) to discern specifically the jumps that resulted with a 
molecular conductance value, or with the atomic 1G0 value. Table S1 specifies the number of 
traces where J2C with Final_G at a specific conductance range is detected (columns c and e), 
out of the total amount of traces (column a), for each of the junctions.  
Combining conditional J2C analysis with a preliminary conditional conductance analysis 
(section S2) allows us to first find the traces that show the molecular conductance feature, 
and then only for these relevant traces, to find the traces presenting a jump with Final_G at 
the conductance range of interest. Such a combined analysis is used in Fig. 3a in the main 
text, to show the sub- Final_G histogram of jumps with their Onset_G value in the range 
corresponding to conductance peak III.  
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Figure S2: Jumps-detection procedure, illustrated on a single push conductance trace of Ag/anthracene. (a) 
Raw data of the conductance trace, shown as ln 𝐺 vs. index of the measured point. (b) A simple derivative of the 
conductance trace. (c) A standard-deviation filtering function (Eq. S1) analysis of the conductance trace. In (a), 
the magenta-marked segments are the ‘jump-segments’, as detected by the simple derivative method shown in 
panel (b). Green-marked segments are false-detection by the derivative method before additional filtering. In 
(b), green dots mark values larger than the chosen tolerance value (0.1), marked by horizontal dash-dot line; In 
(c), the dark-purple line is the filter function, 𝑈 (Eq. S1) computed every 3 data-points. Magenta triangles mark 
peaks in the filter function higher than a selected tolerance value (ln 3), a height shown by a vertical bar at the 
top-right corner. The vertical magenta lines underneath the triangles mark peak-height vs. baseline.  
 
Section S4 - Length calibration  
The displacement between the two metal-tips in a break-junction is modified by varying the 
voltage to the piezo-element (𝑉 ), but the displacement is not measured directly. The physical 
displacement (∆𝐿) relates to the piezo voltage (𝑉 ) by a calibration factor, 𝜅: 

𝜅 = ∆c
∆de

f Å
Wd
h      (S2) 

The calibration factor, 𝜅 is extracted from the slope of the exponential fitting to the tunneling 
tail, as it is measured in the push conductance traces, according to the following relation: 

𝜅 f Å
Wd
h = − i jk l

ide(Wd)
𝛽n

𝛽 = op
' q2𝑞𝑚t𝜙 ≅ 1.0246q𝜙(𝑒𝑉)FÅIxN

  (S3) 

where ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝑞 and 𝑚t are the electron charge and mass and 𝜙 is the 
metal’s work-function (WF). Taking 𝜙 = 4.46𝑒𝑉 for Ag(111) work-function5, yields 𝛽z) =
2.16ÅIx. An extreme uncertainty of ±1𝑒𝑉 in the WF, leads to an uncertainty of ±0.26ÅIx in 
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𝛽z)  (𝛽z) = 1.91 − 2.39ÅIx or 12%), yielding a (reciprocal) uncertainty of up to 14% in 𝜅. The 
exact work-function of Ag slightly varies between different references, due to changes in 
surface orientation, roughness, or contamination. Molecular adsorption (c.f. clean Ag) could 
in principle change the effective work-function6, yet without strong electron-
acceptors/donors, the change is expected to be mild. We note that the length calibrations in 
the paper are used only to present the traces, and do not have any implications to the analysis 
in the paper.  
For each trace, we detect the slop of the tunneling region by a fit to linearity in the log scale 
(Fig. S3a). Each slope is translated into a calibration constant 𝜅 (Eq. S3). As shown in Fig. S3b, 
we then construct a histogram of all 𝜅 values of the traces that show a reliable tunneling 
identification (at least 15 data points long and linear regression coefficient, 𝑅~ > 0.8). We 
find a fit to a Gaussian distribution, and the mean of the distribution is taken as the final 𝜅 
value of the data set. The use of a Gaussian-fit instead of simple mean, reduces sensitivity to 
outlier values. 
 

 
Fig. S3: Length calibration by conductance dependence on piezo voltage, demonstrated for Ag/anthracene 
junction. (a) Push conductance traces shown as conductance in a log scale, as a function of piezo voltage. Red 
and orange dots are the measured data points. Orange dots are those detected as the tunneling region. Dashed 
lines are linear fits to the tunneling region. (b) A histogram of the calibration constants 𝜅 relating the inter-
electrode displacement to the applied piezo voltage, as found from the traces in the data set. The black curve is 
a fit to Gaussian (normal) distribution and the vertical dashed line marks the mean of the Gaussian. 
 
Section S5 – Critical distance before jump 
In order to get an estimation for the difference in the distance at which the J2C occurs with 
and without the molecules, we use the basic tunneling-length attenuation relation 𝐺 =
𝐺,𝑒I�c , and assume that the parameters 𝐺,  and 𝛽 are relatively unchanged with and without 
molecule presence. This assumption means that also in the presence of molecules, the 
tunneling is mainly characterized as tunneling through vacuum between the Ag electrodes. 
(for estimation of possible changes in 𝛽 up to 12% due to the presence of molecule see section 
S4). Under these assumptions, the ratio between Onset_G values with and without molecules 
is related to the difference in the critical length, 𝐿$J�t,, of the J2C: 

 l�����
��

l�����
��/��� =

2.�
2.x
=

t^`fI�c�����
�� h

t^`fI�c�����
��/���h

  

Rearranging we get: 𝑒𝑥𝑝!−𝛽F𝐿$J�t,
z) − 𝐿$J�t,

z)/�$#N* = 2.�
2.x
= 3 

𝐿$J�t,
z)/�$# − 𝐿$J�t,

z) =
1
𝛽 ln 3 =

1.1
(2.16 ± 0.26)ÅIx

= 0.5Å ± 14% 
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